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Introduction 
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Background 

 The range of premium rate services (PRS) has grown consistently in recent years, allowing access to 

information, advice and entertainment services as well as facilitating audience participation in TV and 

radio shows.

 Whilst the Code of Practice introduced by RegTel in 2008 has played a significant role in ensuring 

fairness for PRS users and many providers appear to be complying with the code in the strictest sense, 

there are currently approximately 300 complaints a week being received in relation to PRS.

 Following the transfer of PRS regulation from RegTel to ComReg from July 2010, the Code of Practice 

is due to be updated.  Part of this process involves a consultation exercise conducted by ComReg into 

which consumer research will feed.

 It is with this in mind that ComReg commissioned Ipsos MRBI to conduct research in two phases:

1) Quantitative Phase: To establish market size, incidence & usage behaviour of PRS

2) Qualitative Phase: To explore PRS usage & issues more in-depth 
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Interview Details and Respondent Profile  

Gender Age Social Class Location

1 Male 25-34 DE Kildare

2 Male 35-44 C1 Kildare

3 Male 35-44 C1 Cork

4 Male 25-34 C2 Cork

5 Female 25-34 B1 Dublin 

6 Male 65+ C2 Dublin

7 Male 55-64 B1 Cork

8 Female 35-44 C2 Dublin

9 Male 18-25 C2 Dublin

10 Male 35-44 DE Dublin

11 Female 35-44 C2 Louth

12 Female 35-44 C1 Louth

 In total, twelve respondents were recruited for face-to-

face interviews

– Each respondent was recruited following their 

participation in an online survey on PRS, also 

conducted by Ipsos MRBI

• In order to qualify for participation in 

the qualitative phase of the research, 

respondents had to be predisposed 

to PRS and ideally needed to have 

made a complaint relating to a PRS 

provider

 An honorarium of €50 was paid to respondents upon 

completion of the 45 minute interview

 Stimulus materials, in the form of text, visual and video 

sources were utilised throughout the interviews

 All recruitment was conducted in house

 Interviews took place between 6th December 2010 and 

the 25th of January 2011

– Fieldwork delays were incurred as a result of 

the bad weather in December and the 

Christmas holiday period.
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Research Objectives – Qualitative Phase

 Key objectives from this qualitative phase of the research are as follows:

– To understand consumers‟ experiences and general views of PRS 

– To ascertain the extent to which consumers understand PRS, at a general, subscription and 

non subscription level

– To assess how users find out about PRS and where the see them advertised

– To determine the degree to which problems were encountered when using PRS and the nature 

of these problems

– To establish how problems were resolved by consumers

• What support mechanisms were used in each incidence 

– To obtain feedback on how their experiences have shaped their future behaviour 

The main goal was to build a story around each person‟s experience of PRS by learning about the 

motivations for their interaction, the nature of their usage behaviour, their level of engagement with PRS 

in general and the circumstances surrounding their ultimate PRS related complaint/problem. 
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Findings 
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The Role of the Landline

 A tool to facilitate broadband

– Typically part of a bundle with free calls so is used in conjunction with other services

 Carefully managed to avoid incurring costs 

– Many will use it to call other landlines (often for free landline to landline calls) rather than mobiles

• May actively avoid using landline to contact mobiles (barring mobile calls)

– Evidence that some switching of providers has taken place

• Providers are actively targeting customers with many availing of bundled deals

• Some evidence that previously lapsed eircom customers are returning 

 Tends to sit in the background

– Generally in minimal use compared to mobile

• “It‟s now our secondary phone, the mobiles would be our first phone” [Male, 35-44]

• “It‟s there but it isn‟t even connected. I don‟t think I even have a phone for it. I just use the mobile, there‟s 
no point [in landline].” [Male, 65+]

– Little or no evidence of PRS access via landline

 The death of the landline

– Among the younger cohort of customers, unless the phone is part of a telecoms bundle, the landline has become 
a slightly defunct household device

• “When I stay in my Mum‟s I‟d use the landline but I don‟t have one myself. It‟s just duplication of my 
mobile. Why would I want two bills at the end of the month? I have enough bills without another one. 
But I really don‟t need it anyway.” [Female, 25-34]
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The Role of the Mobile

 Can‟t live without it

– For many people, their mobile is an essential part of their day-to-day life

– For those without landlines, dependency on a mobile is even greater

• “It plays a big part, I take it to bed (he kills me)! I would be lost without it.” [Female, 35-44]

 Levels of engagement

– The Low-techies tend to use their phone quite purposefully: likely to use it for calls and texts only 

– The High-techies use their mobile for a multitude of activities, e.g. camera, internet (data), Facebook, downloads, 

games, Bluetooth, wi-fi etc

 A functional necessity 

– There was a suggestion that some males may see their mobile as more of a functional item, with many of these 

focusing more on text messages with less emphasis placed on talking on the mobile

• “I don‟t let it control me or let it rule my life. I use it when necessary.” [Male, 18-25]

 A status symbol

– For some the choice of handset is a matter of personal preference and tends to be connected to the aptitude of 

the phone user, e.g. iPhones & HTC for heavy users with multiple levels of engagement on their phone

• “I have it [iPhone] a while. I‟m on it the whole time. Well, not in work. But going home on the bus, in the 

evenings. I‟d use it a lot.” [Female, 25-34]

– On occasion may have (and use) multiple handsets, e.g. personal and work phones

• “I have a Nokia 6330 and HTC, and „the brick‟.  The 6330 was free on upgrade.  The HTC is very good for 

browsing, diary, planning, but awkward for telephone.  And the „brick‟ is ultimate in reliability, a 10 day 

battery.” [Male, 55-64]
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Mobile Provider and Spend 

 The ideal provider

– Increasingly, customers are searching for a network provider that will allow them to manage their 

spend in line with their mobile phone activities – they need their provider to be as cost-effective 

as possible and are prepared to shop around to achieve this

• They want a „package that suits me and my needs‟, “It‟s all about the money” 

[Male, 35-44]

– Additionally they have expectations regarding the customer service element of their mobile 

network – many provided anecdotes of query and problem resolution related to their provider

• “Well, I‟ve had to ring them a few times. There was something wrong with the internet on 

my phone. It was sorted fairly quickly – they tend to be good in there. It‟s connecting 

now but sometimes it can be slow. I don‟t think they can really do anything about that 

though.” [Female, 25-34] 

• This increases the likelihood for the network provider to be called for PRS-related queries

– Some respondents [in rural areas] also have to consider the quality of coverage, which can be 

an issue with certain providers in some areas. 

• However, there was also one mention of coverage problems by one Dublin based 

respondent in his apartment building

 A provider among friends 

– A key consideration when choosing network provider is the extent to which friends and family are 

on the same network 

• This often means that people within the same household may be on the same network 

(i.e. partners both on Meteor or O2 – free calls and texts in package).
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Usage Behaviour Of Premium Rate Services 
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PRS – Spontaneous Associations

“It‟s a subscription, isn‟t it, 

text 5XXXX, they give you 

ringtones, information, 

sports news, things like 

that.  Aer Lingus flight 

alerts, sports alerts, etc.”  

[Male, 18-25]

“Like directory 

enquiries, tarot 

lines, soccer” 

[Female, 35-44]

“The 1550 numbers, 

1850 numbers” 

[Female, 35-44]

“Basically anything for 

which you want to 

access a service for 

which there is a charge” 

[Male, 55-64]

Clearly understood by some….

“Package deals that you can get 

together that offer you lower 

price for a higher quality of 

multiple services.  I‟d say all the 

companies offered that.”  

[Female, 35-44]

“Is it evening time rate for 

calls?” [Male, 35-44]

Potentially confusing for others…

“The 1550 numbers, or 

premium numbers on mobiles 

would be the 55 or 53 

numbers…. Then numbers you 

text for voting in for „I‟m a 

Celebrity‟… they‟re expensive.” 

[Male, 35-44]

“Subscriptions to 

websites where they 

might send you jokes 

or you can enter 

competitions. Or like 

headlines from RTE.” 

[Male, 25-34]

“I think the premium numbers just 

charge a lot more than usual 

numbers, is it? You‟d pay a euro or 

two euro a minute maybe. I don‟t 

really know.” [Male, 35-44]
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PRS – Reactions to Definition – Subscription

 Most believe this description is clear

– Described as a fair description that is consistent with their preconception of a PRS subscription

• “Well that‟s it, that‟s what they are. I get it. I think it‟s fair. It‟s in black and white there but it‟s 

not like that really, not in real life when they‟re offering you the chance to win something.” 

[Male, 35-44]

• “It‟s clear there and it‟s very clear to me now. Because I am more wary now. I wouldn‟t 

have had a clue about that before. But I know now.” [Male, 65+]

– Somewhat wordy for some with a slight lack of clarity in the detail of when and how the charges 

are applied

• “Is it and or is it or? Why don‟t they just say „and‟ there. A first charge and then charges 

afterwards. The term „signing up‟ is clearer.” [Female, 25-34]

– A soft description, as it avoids detailing the costs that are incurred through engaging with the 

service

• “Maybe they should tell you that they are „high cost subscription‟ services. It doesn‟t tell 

you anything there about the fact that they will cost you a tenner for a text message.” 

[Male, 24-35]

Subscription services are those for which you pay a charge upfront and/or on an ongoing basis

to receive the service e.g. signing up to a text alert or news information service.
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PRS – Reactions to Definition – Non-Subscription

 Again, most believe this description is clear

– “So you would have to go in and initiate a download rather than have it already as part of a 

package deal.” [Female, 35-44] 

 Many attempted to place the description in the context of a PRS service that they were familiar with, 

thereby illustrating their understanding of sentence

– “So like say a radio phone-in show?” [Male, 35-44]

– “Like a once-off payment, if you‟re buying a game or something.” [Female, 35-44]

– “Yeah, like the Late Late Show when they have a competition.” [Female, 35-44]

 Some were still slightly unsure about the description and perceived the distinction between subscription 

based and non-subscription based services to be less clearly defined in reality

– “Non-subscription service…. Eh what does that mean? This is just paying for something up-front. 

It‟s not ongoing I suppose. But „non-subscription‟ as a term, I don‟t know if everyone would 

understand that exactly.” [Male, 35-44]

– “Yes, it‟s clear there but sometimes you text into those things not knowing you‟re signing up.

They hide the hidden charge.” [Male, 35-44]

Non-subscription services are those where you initiate a premium rate call or text each time you want 

to register for/purchase a particular service, e.g. entering competitions, purchasing downloads.
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PRS Advertising and Ease of Identification

 An omnipresence of PRS… 

– Most cited numerous channels where PRS can be observed, with many claiming it be associated with a multitude 

of reality TV programmes

– Respondents claimed to have seen ads for PRS on TV, in papers and magazines, e.g. free Metro Herald paper, 

and online

• “Generally in rubbish newspapers where you enter a competition and suddenly you‟re inundated with texts 

charging you ten euros a piece!”  [Male, 55-64]

• “When I‟m flicking through magazines.” [Female, 35-44]

• “Some sites; you‟d have these pop-up ads and that but I‟d never be interested in them. Sometimes I have 

gone so far with them and then they ask you for all these details so I haven‟t bothered then.” [Male, 65+]

 ..but an absence of clarity

– Most suggested that these adverts lack clarity, particularly around the nature of the service and pricing (often 

unclear a subscription is involved)

• “Generally they‟re not very clear.  Very few will say „one-time fee‟, I know myself I‟ve started to listen for 

that.  Most don‟t make it clear there is a subscription.” [Female, 35-44]

• “Not always clear you‟re signing up for something” [Male, 35-44]

• “Sure the terms and conditions are so small. And who really reads them or has time to read them anyway. 

That‟s how they get you.” [Male, 25-34]

– With pricing that is often very difficult to determine, there is a view that the small print can be deceiving

• “Not very clear on the prices, you‟re probably paying more than you realise, if you just picked up the phone 

and did it without reading the small print, and then you end up with a big bill.” 

[Female, 35-44]
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Reason for using PRS

Leisure – respondents actively use PRS for general leisure 

and entertainment

“I‟m a bit of a gambler so if there‟s a competition and it‟s 

going to cost you a euro, I‟ll do it.  Somebody has to win.”  

[Male, 55-64]

“Hopeful that you will win, e.g. The Late Late Toy Show for 

kids.” [Female, 35-44]

Interest in subject matter – for specific areas, respondents 

deliberately sign up to PRS services in order to maintain 

their interest, inform them of developments, provide them 

with up to the minute news and/or headlines

“If I see something that I like and that I am interested in.” 

[Female, 35-44]

“I thought you would get some more information 

[motorcycling, Moto GP] that you wouldn‟t normally get.  It‟s 

not like soccer, it‟s not on everyday.” [Female, 35-44]

Active Seekers

Inadvertently signing up – respondents who did not 

intentionally sign up to a PRS service but found themselves 

in receipt of text messages long after their primary contact 

with the provider

“To get the result [IQ test] I had to give my mobile number 

so then I got the results. But I kept on getting messages 

after that. I just wanted the results and that was it.” 

[Male, 65+]

“I‟ve been stung like that before: not knowing I was signing 

up and then realising they keep sending you messages at 

top dollar.” [Male, 35-44]

Curious Couchers

Unlucky Victims

Boredom – others, displayed more passivity in their 

interaction with PRS services, either as a result of being 

bored and then engaging with a PRS

Online browsing is often the trigger for many of these 

respondents initiating contact with a PRS provider -

sporadically curious about a particular offer or service.

“I‟ve never gone to any of these things looking for them, you 

come across them, have a look and see what‟s involved.” 

[Male, 55-64]

“To waste some time.” [Male, 35-44]

Oblivious Connectors

Random texts, whereby respondent received text messages 
without initiating any contact with the PRS company

“He just got a text message out of the blue. Completely 
unsolicited. But he just ignored it and kept ignoring them. 
I told him he must have done something but he‟s seventy; 
he‟s still got his senses.” [Male, 35-44]
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Experiences Using Premium Rate Services
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Positive Experiences – Subscription Services

Sports results

• Providing information that is needed quickly

• “There‟s always a rate and as long as it‟s 

not excessive I don‟t mind.  I mean if you‟re 

looking for a result of a race, you‟re looking 

for it quickly.” [Male, 55-64]

• “It was a Liverpool Football Club thing. 

You‟d get team news or squad news. Maybe 

a text or two a week.” [Male, 25-34]

Weather

• Used for short-term

• “It was good, I knew exactly what I was 

getting into.  We had a specific event 

happening so I wanted to be fully up to date.” 

[Male, 55-64]

• “I used it for a while but it got a bit too 

expensive then and like, I could see the 

weather on the net anyway so it just became 

too expensive for what it was.” [Male, 25-34]

Special interests

• Subscribed to a motorcycling PRS, news, 

Moto GP – got text everyday. Stopped it –

had to text and go on website; was difficult to 

stop, but eventually it did.

• Subscribed to a movie site, get e-mails and 

the odd text, check out new releases.  Not 

that expensive, once/twice a month. 

Ad hoc subscriptions

• Subscribed to horoscope for about a 

month, was advertised on O2 website. Got 

daily text but stopped as felt wasn't any good 

so texted „opt-out‟ and rang O2 to make sure.

•Subscribed to a daily  joke message service 

but novelty wore off after a few weeks so opt 

out was used without difficulty.

• Subscription to ring tones but only 

temporarily as did not want to receive 

multiple and frequent texts. No problems 

encountered when opting out of service.
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http://www.google.ie/imgres?imgurl=http://astrologybizz.files.wordpress.com/2010/01/freehoroscope1.jpg&imgrefurl=http://astrologybizz.wordpress.com/2010/01/16/free-horoscope/&usg=__5DyOTyQiQIIcZ5-66DMnsxYLhAE=&h=393&w=308&sz=23&hl=en&start=8&zoom=1&tbnid=rQb1G0f2r9KxOM:&tbnh=124&tbnw=97&ei=i2pRTcrYENO3hAf23cTKCA&prev=/images%3Fq%3Dhoroscope%26um%3D1%26hl%3Den%26sa%3DN%26tbs%3Disch:1&um=1&itbs=1
http://www.google.ie/imgres?imgurl=http://1.bp.blogspot.com/_lkwk3vqiN_k/S4lo_bIYvjI/AAAAAAAAADQ/pQVTPhT4mjA/s320/movie-reel-lg.jpg&imgrefurl=http://turboexp.blogspot.com/2010/02/top-25-movie-of-all-time.html&usg=__0hc3I3D5CFEZKYo_2910j0cqPZo=&h=192&w=250&sz=10&hl=en&start=6&zoom=1&tbnid=fX7JW3c2fE--XM:&tbnh=85&tbnw=111&ei=m2pRTbLAE8qwhQeo5ZjjCA&prev=/images%3Fq%3Dmovie%2Breel%2Bcartoon%26um%3D1%26hl%3Den%26sa%3DN%26tbs%3Disch:1&um=1&itbs=1
http://www.google.ie/imgres?imgurl=http://www.clker.com/cliparts/3/d/5/c/1194985168844748399motorcycle_jarno_vasama_.svg.hi.png&imgrefurl=http://www.clker.com/clipart-3049.html&usg=__Ii_kKvLRcjPK9hfym2FoLGTleJY=&h=274&w=600&sz=71&hl=en&start=37&zoom=1&tbnid=f4PBuFjIZKKDUM:&tbnh=62&tbnw=135&ei=I2tRTcqxOo2EhQeb4dDZCA&prev=/images%3Fq%3Dmotorcycling%2Bcartoon%26start%3D20%26um%3D1%26hl%3Den%26sa%3DN%26tbs%3Disch:1&um=1&itbs=1
http://www.google.ie/imgres?imgurl=http://1.bp.blogspot.com/_kv-oH673twc/SY1ePKqdg1I/AAAAAAAAB7w/rNB6wJ_iECE/s320/laughing%252Bsmiley.gif&imgrefurl=http://www.peelified.com/Futurama-Forum-1/Topic-18120-0-Would_you_trade_Futurama.html&usg=__r_X5x83UwaJjsiH0YyU2IITqzQk=&h=320&w=306&sz=78&hl=en&start=8&zoom=1&tbnid=aYHroI4KtTi4EM:&tbnh=118&tbnw=113&ei=R2tRTfnZAsyxhAey9azhCA&prev=/images%3Fq%3Dlaughing%2Bsmiley%2Bcartoon%26um%3D1%26hl%3Den%26sa%3DN%26tbs%3Disch:1&um=1&itbs=1
http://www.google.ie/imgres?imgurl=http://www.ekoob.com/wp-content/uploads/2009/03/ringtone.gif&imgrefurl=http://www.ekoob.com/5-handy-applications-to-create-iphone-compatible-ringtones-for-free-876/&usg=__sGYHBhRiUXwh68WqO96h2IuFe7w=&h=344&w=250&sz=13&hl=en&start=18&zoom=1&tbnid=b1DRx_Tu7TWmTM:&tbnh=120&tbnw=87&ei=YpBRTbeyLoSp4Abe1PHwCA&prev=/images%3Fq%3Dringtone%26hl%3Den%26sa%3DN%26gbv%3D2%26tbs%3Disch:1&itbs=1
http://www.google.ie/imgres?imgurl=http://www.irishdigest.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/01/Met_Eireann_Logo.gif&imgrefurl=http://www.irishdigest.com/%3Fp%3D11941&usg=__-R89fa-0CnRrZz1uIU5FJr6EnH8=&h=525&w=301&sz=10&hl=en&start=1&zoom=1&tbnid=lVMBcmx2EdXogM:&tbnh=132&tbnw=76&ei=gpVRTfy-DpOKhQe23K3ZCA&prev=/images%3Fq%3Dmet%2Beireann%26um%3D1%26hl%3Den%26sa%3DN%26tbs%3Disch:1&um=1&itbs=1
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Positive Experiences – Non-Subscription Services

Downloads

• e.g. ringtones

• “I got what I was charged 

for, I was happy with that” 

[Male, 55-64]

• e.g. games via O2 website, 

about €5 each, some good, 

some bad but no problems

• e.g. iTunes, pay each time, 

buy card with code, positive 

experience, problem free

Competitions

• e.g. Late Late Show

• “I don‟t mind that, you know 

how much it‟s going to cost, it 

tells you exactly how much 

the cost of each subscription 

is ” [Male, 55-64]

• e.g. Magazine competitions 

such as TV Now, €2 a go, get 

confirmation text back

• e.g. radio competitions

• “I‟d text in for competitions 

on some of the radio show –

well, if I‟m interested in what‟s 

being given away. They‟re 

usually fine. Text in and that‟s 

it.” [Male, 25-34]

Radio Show Comments

• e.g. Phone/text-in shows

• “Newstalk is the same, it 

costs 30 cent per text and 

they say that each time, I‟m 

far more likely to do it 

because I know it‟s only 

going to cost me 30 cent.” 

[Male, 55-64]

Bus /DART Timetable

• Used rarely, charged 

standard text rate to send 

and then 25c to receive, no 

follow-up texts received

• Used in past, not needed 

now as internet on phone

Directory Enquiries

• Functional, works okay

“Entertain me” “Finding out….” “Being heard…”“It could be me…”

http://www.google.ie/imgres?imgurl=http://smb.media.seagate.com/files/2009/07/fingers_crossed.jpg&imgrefurl=http://smb.media.seagate.com/category/product-reviews/&usg=__T3HTppU6WY41jkrei7Uqo7DNvgg=&h=423&w=284&sz=75&hl=en&start=6&zoom=1&tbnid=7cyM7vbibff7NM:&tbnh=126&tbnw=85&ei=Wm1RTdDwH8-xhAeMorTiCA&prev=/images%3Fq%3Dfingers%2Bcrossed%26um%3D1%26hl%3Den%26sa%3DN%26tbs%3Disch:1&um=1&itbs=1
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http://www.google.ie/imgres?imgurl=http://storageeffect.media.seagate.com/files/2010/10/pr-megaphone.jpg&imgrefurl=http://storageeffect.media.seagate.com/2010/10/storage-effect/seagate-gives-users-a-megaphone-speak-up/&usg=__MKlyYjpd_aqpOpkTF0FH68AYErI=&h=566&w=849&sz=210&hl=en&start=17&zoom=1&tbnid=yq0OfFGkVdrBrM:&tbnh=97&tbnw=145&ei=-m1RTfrxB9GahQeFpu3iCA&prev=/images%3Fq%3Dmegaphone%26um%3D1%26hl%3Den%26sa%3DN%26tbs%3Disch:1&um=1&itbs=1
http://www.google.ie/imgres?imgurl=http://www.mckinleycatalog.com/images/products/60719.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.mckinleycatalog.com/catalog/%3Fmc%3D2%26sc%3D52%26dc%3D5&usg=__gZgtQuF4ZZ1Ju4WhpYxeIE3OwWc=&h=400&w=400&sz=53&hl=en&start=7&zoom=1&tbnid=7XYqWjtFQ6m-wM:&tbnh=124&tbnw=124&ei=TW5RTf6hEYiAhQfGlMjRCA&prev=/images%3Fq%3Djester%2Bhat%26um%3D1%26hl%3Den%26sa%3DN%26tbs%3Disch:1&um=1&itbs=1
http://www.google.ie/imgres?imgurl=http://www.rte.ie/tv/latelate/img/default_thumbnail.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.rte.ie/tv/latelate/20050930.html&usg=__zhNIgzVYrdnssYMrPob4ukEwkc4=&h=242&w=384&sz=19&hl=en&start=1&zoom=1&tbnid=Ule2b-g-K7UmsM:&tbnh=78&tbnw=123&ei=A2ZRTdGXN8iKhQf3v_HVCA&prev=/images%3Fq%3Dlate%2Blate%2Bshow%26um%3D1%26hl%3Den%26sa%3DN%26tbs%3Disch:1&um=1&itbs=1
http://www.google.ie/imgres?imgurl=http://www.zahipedia.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/05/zahipedia-RTE-News.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.zahipedia.com/2010/05/25/rte-news-and-current-affairs-live-online/&usg=__zUHfUfnn6z-CKNpmAsgkh7Ql_M4=&h=210&w=210&sz=31&hl=en&start=2&zoom=1&tbnid=G-0Z88wZTqCBpM:&tbnh=106&tbnw=106&ei=GmZRTdWbG8eHhQf6mZzaCA&prev=/images%3Fq%3Drte%2Bnews%26um%3D1%26hl%3Den%26sa%3DN%26tbs%3Disch:1&um=1&itbs=1
http://www.google.ie/imgres?imgurl=http://www.greeninc.tv/uploads/mainimages1/2.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.greeninc.tv/programme.asp%3Fid%3D2&usg=__nlszbAZIKG5_-beCSt-Tz93v1rk=&h=307&w=384&sz=81&hl=en&start=1&zoom=1&tbnid=egp8S_MnUTilXM:&tbnh=98&tbnw=123&ei=a5VRTdGAPcmbhQe3ho3TCA&prev=/images%3Fq%3Dthe%2Bafternoon%2Bshow%26um%3D1%26hl%3Den%26sa%3DN%26tbs%3Disch:1&um=1&itbs=1
http://www.google.ie/imgres?imgurl=http://www.corkairport.com/Libraries/Random_Image_Group/irish_rail_logo.sflb.ashx&imgrefurl=http://www.corkairport.com/gns/to-from-the-airport/by-rail.aspx&usg=__F4Jy7qSrQfLL9MeAcjf2-413kSU=&h=36&w=150&sz=4&hl=en&start=3&zoom=1&tbnid=5-l2w2M0JuLV_M:&tbnh=23&tbnw=96&ei=tKlRTeKCMImWOsul0MQH&prev=/images%3Fq%3Dirish%2Brail%2Blogo%26hl%3Den%26sa%3DX%26gbv%3D2%26tbs%3Disch:1&itbs=1
http://www.google.ie/imgres?imgurl=http://www.drinkaware.ie/images/368hints-dart-logo.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.drinkaware.ie/index.php%3Fsid%3D7%26pid%3D124&usg=__LKaE6Zsdy-VzGI3e3nl8bVtIJyk=&h=54&w=120&sz=8&hl=en&start=4&zoom=1&tbnid=hVKwovgRoJFscM:&tbnh=40&tbnw=88&ei=y6lRTdaUAsSfOtj-pKsH&prev=/images%3Fq%3DDART%2Blogo%26hl%3Den%26sa%3DX%26gbv%3D2%26tbs%3Disch:1&itbs=1
http://www.google.ie/imgres?imgurl=http://blog.irelandforeurope.ie/wp-content/uploads/2009/09/NewsTalk_logo1.jpg&imgrefurl=http://blog.irelandforeurope.ie/%3Ftag%3Dnewstalk&usg=__80id4IPNh9Q48iECtWmRMiz-o30=&h=567&w=1830&sz=96&hl=en&start=1&zoom=1&tbnid=gtDf4Vfusky5kM:&tbnh=46&tbnw=150&ei=5qlRTciYHsqdOu2jibIH&prev=/images%3Fq%3Dnewstalk%2Blogo%26hl%3Den%26sa%3DX%26gbv%3D2%26tbs%3Disch:1&itbs=1
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Incidence Of Experiencing Difficulties With PRS

 The Fashion Victim (Female, 35-44):

– Entered competition in a magazine or Metro Herald; competition to win clothes (fashion); text in 

answer a/b/c, got acknowledgement text, then noticed next month she had lost a considerable 

amount of credit – it did say 1 euro per text but didn‟t realise it was ongoing.  Was starting to 

see it recur on her bill. 

• “It did have tiny print down the bottom but I didn‟t bother to read it – who does?!”

– Also started to receive additional unsolicited texts about more competitions.

– Called company and representative e-mailed copy of ad to her – was given code to stop service.

• “I feel not very smart for not reading the fine print.  It‟s my responsibility in the end, you 

should read it and in hindsight, I should have, but had there been an asterisk or 

something I might have.”

 The Book Worm (Male, 35-44):

– Used to subscribe to a Book Club, subscribed via a website, with mobile verification,did not 

realise it involved a Time magazine subscription (which was never received) and was told he 

owed them hundreds of euro, was told he‟d get a free gift but never received it or the 

magazines.

 The Jackie‟s Army Recruit (brother of Female, 35-44):

– A few years ago, brother naively subscribed to „Jack Charlton‟ line about soccer, paid by minute, 

got a bill for over €500!  Suggested this was a mistake on behalf of a younger user.

 The Melody Maker (daughter of Male, 35-44)

– Young daughter of respondent signed up to ring tone subscription on her mobile, not knowing 

she would be charged on a regular basis, following a TV advertisement. 

– “Sure she didn‟t know what she was doing. I think we tried to unsubscribe a few times. 

Eventually it stopped but she was charged a fair bit.” 

Unknowingly or unwittingly subscribing

http://www.google.ie/imgres?imgurl=http://cache1.asset-cache.net/xc/200409325-001.jpg%3Fv%3D1%26c%3DIWSAsset%26k%3D2%26d%3DEDF6F2F4F969CEBD0B3A01E8AFA477452A1ACC9A5B658D56299144C5C8835B8E00123AA3B5A18ED0&imgrefurl=http://www.gettyimages.com/detail/200409325-001/Photodisc&usg=__hvCa9l7aaJ1UiEu0l52_08PCids=&h=337&w=506&sz=24&hl=en&start=24&zoom=1&tbnid=58S_FbM_RImuZM:&tbnh=87&tbnw=131&ei=fW9STc60F4uwhQeGl7DiCA&prev=/images%3Fq%3Dsocks%2Bhigh%2Bheels%2Bwhite%2Bbackground%26start%3D20%26hl%3Den%26sa%3DN%26gbv%3D2%26tbs%3Disch:1&itbs=1
http://www.google.ie/imgres?imgurl=http://cache4.asset-cache.net/xc/80298292.jpg%3Fv%3D1%26c%3DIWSAsset%26k%3D2%26d%3DD4DA32DF5F8999C3DA5AFE90300140EDA64B8C830D1D901C5CA483C5D2D4362FE30A760B0D811297&imgrefurl=http://www.jupiterimages.com/Image/royaltyFree/80298292&usg=__gponGrW4vMX2Awn8i3RH-DES5UY=&h=413&w=413&sz=23&hl=en&start=3&zoom=1&tbnid=XlX-GaO5cPlyDM:&tbnh=125&tbnw=125&ei=aXBSTeywKsqwhQeDq_TWCA&prev=/images%3Fq%3Dmuddy%2Bsoccer%2Bboots%2Bwhite%2Bbackground%26hl%3Den%26sa%3DN%26gbv%3D2%26tbs%3Disch:1&itbs=1
http://www.google.ie/imgres?imgurl=http://musicalexpress.net/web_images/musical-notes2.jpg&imgrefurl=http://musicalexpress.net/index.php%3Fp%3D1_5_FAQ&usg=__JeBD5GWWL61n0CTVUDxXkj1fVTU=&h=261&w=459&sz=20&hl=en&start=15&zoom=1&tbnid=c9f_mNj7TwAatM:&tbnh=73&tbnw=128&ei=cXVSTdTxNoPpOYzD0LIH&prev=/images%3Fq%3Dmusical%2Bnotes%26hl%3Den%26sa%3DN%26gbv%3D2%26tbs%3Disch:1&itbs=1
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Incidence Of Experiencing Difficulties With PRS

 The Fortune Teller (husband of Female, 35-44):

– Husband got a text into him (randomly), for Tarot line, “And instead of saying no he said yes”

– Continually receiving texts, couldn‟t stop it, and it was costing €2 for each one.  Kept sending stop 

and tried ringing the number it came in on (no answer), but eventually got it stopped.

 The IQ Hopefuls (Male, 55-64 & Male, 65+):

– Signed up to IQ test via a pop-up ad on screen. Both respondents unaware that they were signing 

up to a subscription service but did enter their phone number, in their mind only to receive the 

results of their test. 

• “It was a website, I was doing nothing, farting around, it was an IQ test, and before I knew it 

I‟d subscribed!  It wasn‟t made clear that it was chargeable.  I got about 15 texts to my 

phone, instantaneously, and each of them was being charged at €2 or €2.50.  It was 

obviously a kind of spam thing – it was the same message each time. Didn‟t know I was 

charged until I got my bill…. I attempted to make a phone call to the number that was there 

but got no reply twice.  It was a Dublin number.  I learned a lesson basically.  I felt like I was 

being pillaged.”

– One respondent ignored the text messages and incurred significant costs as a result

• “I was just checking my balance and I was way down… I knew there was something wrong. 

I hadn‟t agreed to it as far as I was aware. I was getting two or three messages a day. I 

wouldn‟t even read them, not thinking they were costing me money.”

Unknowingly or unwittingly subscribing

http://www.google.ie/imgres?imgurl=http://www.channeledwhispers.com/resources/deck-of-tarot-cards.jpg%3Ftimestamp%3D1258050800221&imgrefurl=http://www.channeledwhispers.com/intuitive-tarot.php&usg=__6yBD3uFiGZjE7zwr6DEP9CJxXao=&h=1000&w=1000&sz=852&hl=en&start=9&zoom=1&tbnid=1_LOurv3sOoTVM:&tbnh=149&tbnw=149&ei=vHBSTc7TD4GHhQfK-YjdCA&prev=/images%3Fq%3Dtarot%26hl%3Den%26sa%3DN%26gbv%3D2%26tbs%3Disch:1&itbs=1
http://www.google.ie/imgres?imgurl=http://www.thinkgeek.com/images/products/zoom/irregular_iq_cube.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.thinkgeek.com/geektoys/games/9766/&usg=__yXUON_fMz7F3k1pQZxDX9dsu6eA=&h=446&w=400&sz=31&hl=en&start=15&zoom=1&tbnid=_lbFHTEKGVcSFM:&tbnh=127&tbnw=114&ei=JHFSTaDjGZOKhQe23K3ZCA&prev=/images%3Fq%3DIQ%26hl%3Den%26sa%3DN%26gbv%3D2%26tbs%3Disch:1&itbs=1
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Incidence Of Experiencing Difficulties With PRS

 The Competition Casualty (Male, 35-44 and Father of Male, 35-44)

– Entered what he thought was a once off competition but continued to get weekly text messages

• “I think that they con you half the time. Like, I entered a competitions, thinking I was just 

entering for that but then they enter you for loads of others too. And they‟ll just take the 

money.”

– Father got random text messages which he ignored as he considered them to be spam but 

realised after a few weeks that his credit was much lower than it should have been. Does not 

use internet and only used phone for basic functions as a necessity so initiation did not start with 

phone user. Texts continued, despite opt-outs, until network provider was contacted and 

company then sent cheque for reimbursement. 

 The Spammer Victim (elderly friend of Female, 25-34)

– Elderly friend was receiving text messages which had gone unnoticed as he was a post-pay 

customer. Female, spotted inconsistency on bills when going helping to sort out finances. 

Recipient admitted to receiving messages but believed them to be „free spam‟ so ignored them 

for months. Contacted mobile supplier but was told to contact PRS company directly. 

– As no „STOP‟ details were contained in text messages, looked up company online and found 

others had had similar problems and complaints. Retrieved number to stop subscription and 

problem was rectified but no reimbursement was achieved, despite claiming not to have signed 

up in the first place. 

• “He never would have noticed it only I saw a funny number on his bill and knew they were 

costing him a lot of money. I would notice it on my phone. I‟m credit so your money would 

be gone but with bill pay….. “

Uninvited subscriptions

http://www.google.ie/imgres?imgurl=http://www.imageenvision.com/150/34334-clip-art-graphic-of-an-orange-guy-character-injured-and-bandaged-on-the-head-elbow-and-ankle-by-jester-arts.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.imageenvision.com/cliparts/bandage&usg=__qI7NcodcNs2lgeO9x8ycclAKFTg=&h=150&w=150&sz=33&hl=en&start=7&zoom=1&tbnid=E53ZCFyscsPl-M:&tbnh=96&tbnw=96&ei=hnNSTYypFuqShAfuqeXhCA&prev=/images%3Fq%3Dhead%2Bbandage%2Bcartoon%26hl%3Den%26sa%3DN%26gbv%3D2%26tbs%3Disch:1&itbs=1
http://www.google.ie/imgres?imgurl=http://i3.squidoocdn.com/resize/squidoo_images/250/draft_lens1304730module8090147photo_confused-man.jpg1204823032&imgrefurl=http://www.squidoo.com/affiliatemarketer&usg=__M_m3Fx7lfzvzRR1gzyYn8e_OfTQ=&h=249&w=128&sz=24&hl=en&start=31&zoom=1&tbnid=Jmw32vhFlXh9iM:&tbnh=111&tbnw=57&ei=VndSTY2eLciDhQeGq93eCA&prev=/images%3Fq%3Dcartoon%2Bman%2Bconfused%26start%3D20%26hl%3Den%26sa%3DN%26gbv%3D2%26tbs%3Disch:1&itbs=1
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Complaints About Difficulties 

Experienced With PRS 

 Many had not formally complained at all

– Generally not considered to be worth the hassle

– “Felt the effort I‟d have to put in to get at those people wasn‟t worth the €20 I lost.” [Male, 55-64]

– Or „not the done thing‟ (an Irish attitude)

– “I‟m not really that kind of person, it takes a lot to make me complain.” [Female, 35-44]

– “I just moved on from it really. I said what I needed to say to Vodafone and I got them to stop. 

Reporting them to Vodafone was as far as I went.” [Male, 35-44]

– One example of refund by cheque for unsolicited PRS subscription

 Most likely to contact own network provider as a first port of call

– Perceive themselves as „their customer‟ – seems like the most obvious body to contact given 

they are the ones with whom they have their mobile contract

– PRS lines are often uncontactable; feel the network will resolve quicker

 Some unaware who they could contact to complain

– “Most people would say, „oh what can we do about it?‟  It‟s hard to know where to go.” [Female, 

35-44]

– There seems to be limited awareness of ComReg or the protocols to take if PRS problems have 

been experienced (discussed later).
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Current Interaction with PRS

 Commitment phobic

– Experienced users will attempt to assess validity and scope of service before committing

• “Some are fine, like texting a radio station, but I draw the line between what I think is an 

offer and what I think is a scam.” [Male, 18-25]

• “I don‟t even think the padlock (symbol) at the end of the web page is enough….I now 

check the small print and if I‟m happy it‟s not going to cost me anything, I enter.  If I see 

subscription, I won‟t enter. Or if I have to put my mobile number in, I won‟t do it” 

[Male, 35-44]

– But others admit that they don‟t take the time to fully read the T&Cs

• “What you need to know is very small, the charges are tiny, wouldn‟t take the time to read it 

all.” [Female, 35-44]

– Some are now paranoid in general regarding PRS e.g. worried about identity theft

• “Wouldn‟t trust them very much at all, a lot of them are rip-off merchants trying to make 

money out of you.” [Female, 35-44]

 Personal responsibility

– There is a recognition from some that the onus on the user also to take responsibility for their 

actions

– “The responsibility is 50/50 between the service provider and the user, for me I‟d have to know 

what I‟m getting into before I do it.” [Female, 35-44]

– “I should have known. I learned my lesson the hard way I guess”
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Reactions to PRS Stimulus Materials
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Examples of PRS T&C Wording 

 Reasonably clear overall.

 Confusion over what „credit‟ means?  

– “I presume a credit is a text message, is it? If it‟s not 
then I don‟t know but why do they say credits? Why 
can‟t they just say texts?” [Female, 25-34]

– “Not clear, looks like you have to pay 4 times a 
week” [Female, 35-44]

This is a subscription service. 

You will receive 4 credits / wk.

You will receive the starting no for each 

Comp along with the winner of each 

Champ. 60c/msg rec.

You are subscribed to MyXXYY at 2.50 

euro every 6 days. Send 600 SMS/mnth.

Welcome to Ireland‟s best chat! 2euro/ 

msg rec‟d +msg/ 5days.

 Among the most clear, no confusion arose. 

 Respondents easily interpreted the meaning and deciphered 
the meaning behind this statement. 

 Some confused whether charged €2.50 every 6 days or 
€2.50 a day for 6 days. 

 Some even confused over the term SMS
“SMS?  I‟m not telephone literate now, is that like a text 
message?  So you have to send 600 messages to 
receive……what do you get for it?  Not clear.”  [Male, 35-44]

 “I know what SMS per month means but I get to send them 
for 2.50 every 6 days. So how much a month is that? It‟s 
clever the way it‟s not clear.” [Female, 25-34]

 Not clear for some. 

 5 days unclear – could have multiple meanings, e.g. Every 5 
days?  Within 5 days?  For 5 days?

 “So this would mean it costs me 2 euro to get a message 
but I‟m getting an extra message after 5 days and that will 
cost me too? ”  [Male, 25-34]
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Examples of PRS T&C Wording 

 Thought to be inconsistent - mentions „free‟ and a 
charge at same time.

 All understood MSG to mean message. 

 Only one aware of SP acronym.

 PO Box rather than full address raises concerns
“But I would never entertain one with just a PO box 
number – you can‟t sue!  It sounds dodgy” [Male, 
55-64]

FREE MSG. This is a competition 

subscription at €2.50 every week. 18s+.

SP MTL PO Box 118.

You are subscribed to this service at 

13cent per text (Avg 1 per day) 18+. SP 

TCM Ph0818300044. Unsub? Txt “STOP” 

to 53406 13c/SMS. 

Subscription confirmed. Requires Mbl 

WAP/GPRS enabled. 

 Reasonably clear overall.

 Option to unsubscribe very clear and welcomed.
“Not a lot of people know you can text STOP to 
unsubscribe, so that‟s good.”  [Male, <25]

 “Is there a reason they have the question mark 
there?”

 Average 1 per day – means it could vary!

 Mbl caused confusion for some, e.g. thought it was 
1 MB (megabyte) or MB‟I‟ („i‟) 
“I don‟t know what that means, I can‟t work that one 
out. What is M.B.L?” [Male, 65+]

 WAP/GPRS also not known by majority
“I‟ve seen it but I don‟t know what it is” [Female, 35-
44]
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Examples of PRS Adverts 

 Many believed this was the most clearly laid out 
and communicated advert

– White background aids clarity

– Terms & conditions are visible

– A tick box for the subscription 

 Interpretation of content

– Much of the information is clear, i.e. 
subscription service for €5 a week

– Bonus credit could be misleading

– How would this work if on a bill phone?

 Some react with cynicism

– Trying to „wow‟ people with offers

– “They emphasise more about what you can 
win.” [Male, 35-44]

– “But anything on the internet offering you 
money is a scam.” [Male, <25]

– Others reluctant to enter phone details 
online.

“What if you just entered your 

mobile there… would they 

store it forever than then 

you‟d get text messages in a 

few months time?” 

[Male, 35-44]

“With the tick box there 

you can see straight 

away that it will cost you 

a fiver a week.” 

[Female, 25-34]

“Suggests you get the bonus credit, 
i.e. not a competition.  With so much 

competition between mobile providers, 
I wouldn‟t be surprised if they were 
offering €100 free credit, it sounds 
believable and authentic.” [Female, 

35-44]
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Examples of PRS Adverts 

 While the purpose of this PRS service is 
clearly communicated, that layout and 
information of the ad was deemed to be of 
poor quality.

– Service perceived as expensive - €20 
per month

 The colouring of the terms and conditions was 
thought to be a cynical attempt to misinform 
the customer 

– Deliberately unclear and difficult to 
read

– Small and illegible T&Cs will lead to 
higher incidence of people being 
unaware of their commitment to a 
PRS subscription service

– Perceived as a „warning signal‟

“They made it really 

hard to read!” 

[Female, 35-44]

“I can‟t read that. I think it‟s the colour 
and relative to the ad it‟s very small. 

There‟s lots of space there. They 
could have [made it bigger]”. [Male, 

25-34]

“That‟s ridiculous. 
There‟s no way that 

anyone would read that. 
Although the fact that it 

is so unclear means 
maybe you would try to 

see what it says.” 
[Female, 25-34]
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Examples of PRS Adverts 

 This type of „dating‟ page considered dubious 
by many  - questioned who would use this 
type of service

 Could be perceived as non-subscription (when 
in fact it is subscription)

 Terms & conditions

– Provides a help number

– Some found it clear to a degree 

– Others felt it was difficult to read easily

– Could be easy to enter number 
without reading bottom of ad

 However, some positives on further 
examination

– Does say how to „stop‟

– Landline provided for queries which is 
somewhat different to other ads they 
had seen

“Why do they make it so hard to see it. 
Although it‟s obvious I suppose!” [Male, 

25-34]

“Clear enough, but then again does 
anyone read that?” [Female, 35-44]

“I‟ve seen these, „text in your 
husband‟s name and see if you 

are compatible‟. But this one 
does just look like a once off bit 

of fun. Like, why would you 
need to get lots of messages. 
Maybe that‟s why it‟s unclear.” 

[Female, 25-34] 
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Examples of PRS Adverts 

 Many familiar with the advert but dismissed as 
unattractive and irrelevant to them 

 No reference to cost in main advert meant that 
actual cost was hidden in T&Cs – this was seen 
as a negative aspect to the overall layout

 Similarly, no mention of the subscription details 
until T&Cs

 Advert was a deliberate attempt to capture 
people‟s attention without telling the truth about 
the nature of the service 

 Terms & conditions

– Small print, relevant to the large 
numbers and details in the main text 
content of the ad

– No proper address

– Costs may be misleading

“The whole concept of that is a total 
farce, but it is clear.” [Male, 55-64]

“Looks like a once-off thing too.  
Would really have to read and find out how 

much it is costing you per minute.” 
[Female, 35-44]

“2 x €2.50 per week is 
misleading, why not just say €5 

per week?” [Male, 18-25]
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I‟m A Celebrity – TV Ad

 All respondents were familiar with 

the programme and the ad to 

some degree

 The majority believed the ad to be 

an official ad. However, despite 

this, the ad and offer were viewed 

with sceptism with many indicating 

that they would not entirely „trust‟ 

the ad. 

 “It looks official but I wouldn‟t trust 

it.”

 “Looks official.  If it has to do with 

the TV show, then name 

association, so you‟d think yes I‟ve 

heard of this so it must be okay, it 

must be legitimate.”

 The opportunity to win €25,000 

was deemed an enticing hook

 The pace of the ad in terms of the 

information provided about the 

offer was seen to be quite high 

tempo. 

 “You wouldn‟t have time to take 

that all in. You‟re not going to 

pause the telly and read the 

whole thing.”

 The offer itself, coupled with the 

presentation and highlighting of 

the PRS number dominated the 

overall ad. 

 “Didn‟t come across as 

subscription.”

 Terms and conditions were 

introduced at the same times as the 

information about how to win 

€25,000. This meant that 

respondents could not effectively 

digest all of the information 

presented on the screen.

 Repetition of the word „win‟ was 

seen as a ploy to circumvent 

consideration of the T&C‟s

 “I didn‟t even see them really, I was 

looking at the ad.”

 “You wouldn‟t have had time to read 

it, there‟s about 5 lines of text there.”

 “Reading the small print, it will cost 

you quite a bit of money to do it and 

that‟s not made clear by the spoken 

bit.”

An official ad that cleverly presents the competition proposition with limited opportunity to analyse the T&Cs. 
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X Factor – TV Ad

 Again, a high degree of familiarity with 

the X-Factor programme was evident 

with the majority of people also felt that 

this competition was an official X 

Factor spin-off offer

 Unlike other PRS competition services, 

for example, the Late Late Show, 

respondents felt that the nature of this 

PRS service was less honourable –

citing that the X Factor was “a bit of a 

scam anyway” - this was perhaps also 

influenced by this year‟s controversy 

over voting. 

 “It definitely sounded official. Oh yeah, 

you‟d assume that‟s X-Factor 

[themselves]. It‟s got the music and the 

background and everything.”

 “ …..doesn‟t look like it would be from 

anything other than from them”

 The details of the offer suggested 

that winning was easy – almost 

that if you texted in, you would 

win the prize. 

 Respondents queried why they 

could provide huge detail on the 

nature of the prize but minimal 

detail on the nature of the service

 “It‟s designed to cost me money, 

and there‟s no mention of terms 

and conditions apply.”

 No-one noticed the „subscription 

service‟ alert on the top right 

hand of the screen. 

 In order to enter the competition 

the correct answer needed to be 

text to a specified PRS number. 

However given that this element of 

the ad required high involvement 

from the viewer, respondents felt 

that it would be impossible

 “Are there terms and conditions?”

 “I‟d be busy there looking at the 

answers and the number. How am 

I supposed to read the small print 

too?

 “Not easy to read the bottom, 

doesn‟t give you time to read it.”

An official ad that is heavy on details related to the prize and competition 

details but deliberately negligible in its presentation of the T&Cs.  
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General Attitudes Towards Premium Rate 

Services 
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Overall Perceptions of PRS Adverts

Language

• Most adverts were thought to suggest „win‟, rather than „chance to win‟

• All emphasise the best prize but in reality, respondents felt they were very unlikely to win it!

• “If it says „win‟, you really would think you‟re going to win.  „Chance to win‟ might tip somebody off.” [Female, 35-44]

• The word „free‟ is not believed to mean „free‟ among this experienced group

• “The word „free‟ is never free!  Some do say, „text free‟, and that first text is free but then after that it‟s not. Most 

people would think free is free.” [Female, 35-44]

• “Free?  Alarm bells would ring, there‟s no such thing as a free lunch.” [Male, 55-64]

• “There‟s nothing for free in this world, lets face it.” [Female, 35-44]

• Use of this type of language is considered manipulative - trying to catch out the vulnerable and those who are not savvy 

to such scams.

Visuals

• All adverts were undeniably unbalanced in terms of the 

presentation of the competition or service related information, 

compared to the T&Cs related information

• This one-sided communication style served to amplify respondents‟ 

cynicism and prove that many of their negative issues with PRS was 

vindicated

• “You can see how people will sign up without knowing it. It‟s 

slightly different with magazines but it‟s not really that clear. 

Even if they made it a bit bigger. I actually can‟t read that.” 

[Male, 35-44]
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Trust & Communications 

 Once it‟s broken…..

– Most respondents do not trust PRS in general

• Although this audience are now „tuned in‟ to PRS as result of their own (first and 

second hand) experiences and difficulties

– With the benefit of hindsight, this group now feel that they are equipped to judge and 

comment on PRS but assert that others that do not fully understand PRS will continue to 

be caught out

 Location, location, location

– The context/environment in which the advert is presented plays a large part in trust

• “It‟s an association, if it is in publication X you feel you could trust it.” [Female, 35-

44]

• “That entertainment.ie, they‟ve been on TV3 so I know they‟re legit” [Male, 35-44]

• “I think the Late Late Show is different. You kinda know what you‟re getting. 

I suppose I do trust that more. [Male. 65+]

 Rules of engagement 

– It is important to distinguish between active and passive engagement (however, not all do 

this)

• “It‟s generally the stuff that comes looking for you that I would be cautious of.  

Rather than you looking for information.” [Male, 18-25]
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Views on Advertising Best Practice of PRS

 Speak to me clearly…

– Respondents expressed a desire for the main body of ad to clearly communicate….

• whether the services is subscription based or not

• the actual and total costs involved

 Alongside the details of the offer or service itself

 but don‟t bombard me…

– The way in which the offer (i.e. prize/service) is communicated tends to dominate any other 

information that is presented on the screen. Respondents felt TV ads in particular were 

designed to help you ignore the terms and conditions rather than consciously decide on the 

consequences of interacting with the service

– “It‟s very fast paced; it‟s all offer, offer, offer, win, win, win… you‟re never going to be able to 

take in the terms and conditions as well.”  [Male, 35-44]

 ….I know the devil is in the lack of detail…..

– Respondents felt that the terms and conditions must include….

• a reiteration of whether subscription or not

• a recap of costs involved

• clear instructions of how to STOP

• a contact landline number for queries

• the full name and (Irish) postal address of service provider, not just a PO box number

 “They have a PO Box there. I wouldn‟t trust that. Any company that gives a 

PO Box number is a bit dodgy I think so I‟d be wary.” [Male, 35-44]

http://www.google.ie/imgres?imgurl=http://dovebridge.files.wordpress.com/2010/03/whisper.jpg&imgrefurl=http://dovebridge.wordpress.com/2010/03/31/let-me-whisper-in-your-ear/&usg=__RMsYiz2YXXpPnSv2iwmPzT0mQhQ=&h=800&w=600&sz=472&hl=en&start=3&zoom=1&tbnid=i35ijukN5CLl3M:&tbnh=143&tbnw=107&ei=S3ZRTdTPLI6bOpbH0b8H&prev=/images%3Fq%3Dwhisper%26um%3D1%26hl%3Den%26sa%3DN%26tbs%3Disch:1&um=1&itbs=1
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Appeal of the Double Opt-In Approach

Important that there are no additional 

costs incurred for this type of 

verification.

 Furthermore, should not be 

charged to unsubscribe.

Double 

Opt-In

Users unanimous that a double-opt in 

is a good idea. (Explained as a 

verification text to ensure that the 

customer wants to subscribe to a 

PRS). 

• Some have experienced this 

with PRS they have used in 

past

Allows users to carefully consider (think twice) before 

committing to the service, thereby removing any 

uncertainty about whether service is subscription or not

• Would have prevented previous bad 

experiences from occurring

Will stop others from falsely subscribing another user

Will not make a difference to those who 

are genuinely interested in the PRS

“If it‟s something you‟re 

really interested in, it‟s not 

going to make a difference 

if you have to say yes twice, 

you‟re going to do it 

anyway.” [Female, 35-44]

“If I had had that, I probably 

wouldn‟t have got sucked in.” 

[Female, 35-44]

“That would be a good idea, 

because then you can‟t say 

you didn‟t know about it.” 

[Female, 35-44]
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Awareness Of Organisation Responsible

For Code Of Practice (Prompted)

 Several welcome the fact that ComReg is looking at this area

– “It‟s a good thing they are there, you feel at least someone is defending you …. That would be 

fairly important to me.” [Female, 35-44]

 Some suspect that this type of regulation should be in place

– When giving out personal details to a third party, consumers expect to be protected

 But recognise the enormity of ComReg‟s task

– “It‟s basically trying to get everyone on the internet to stop downloading, it‟s impossible….

It‟s a very big exploitation of a weak point in mobile phone technology.” [Male, 18-25]

 One suggestion that there could be a database of „verified‟ providers put in place

 Emphasis on the need for people to be more aware of who ComReg are, what they do and how they 

can benefit the consumer

– “I kinda thought there was someone there but I don‟t know much about them to be honest.” 

[Male, 35-44]

– “I know they‟re there. I would be totally aware of them. But I just contacted the company – we 

threatened them.” [Male, 25-44]

http://www.comreg.ie/
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Current Understanding of ComReg

This behaviour is driven by the fact that they generally have a 

good relationship with their provider, are used to liaising with 

them about phone related problems (and trust them to solve it) 

and are unaware of an alternative process in order to make a 

complaint or get assistance. 

Currently ComReg as an entity and as a 

guardian, is beyond their radar. 

While some vague awareness exists 

among respondents, their understanding 

of the potential role that ComReg can play 

is unclear. 

Currently, consumers tend to rely on their 

network provider to advise and support them in 

relation to PRS related issues.

Consumers that have been through a negative experience 

with PRS need to be informed of the protocol of complaining. 

As a prerequisite, their awareness of ComReg 

needs to be improved.

At a fundamental level, they need to be motivated to inform 

ComReg, instead of or alongside their network provider, 

in order to ensure that they are better protected from PRS. 

PRS Companies

http://www.google.ie/imgres?imgurl=http://www.emporialifeplus.com/images/o2_logo.gif&imgrefurl=http://www.emporialifeplus.com/index.php%3Fid%3Do2_setup_emporia_life&usg=__FrUqKY_o2F_3JiAQ6ymft2IZvXc=&h=243&w=250&sz=13&hl=en&start=2&zoom=1&tbnid=gIiFAEz7-AewdM:&tbnh=108&tbnw=111&ei=fHhSTaazJY-SOpneob0H&prev=/images%3Fq%3Do2%2Blogo%26hl%3Den%26sa%3DN%26gbv%3D2%26tbs%3Disch:1&itbs=1
http://www.google.ie/imgres?imgurl=http://brandireland.files.wordpress.com/2009/04/vodafone-logo.jpg&imgrefurl=http://brandireland.wordpress.com/2009/04/29/vodafone-to-personalise-homepage/vodafone-logo/&usg=__uNBXJXWR3RYMyOe0FqWkBXTkwZs=&h=350&w=350&sz=10&hl=en&start=2&zoom=1&tbnid=9IJJICNoJoW5TM:&tbnh=120&tbnw=120&ei=inhSTafiCoieOtSogcAH&prev=/images%3Fq%3Dvodafone%2Blogo%26hl%3Den%26sa%3DN%26gbv%3D2%26tbs%3Disch:1&itbs=1
http://www.google.ie/imgres?imgurl=http://iljanikitin.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/04/Meteor-logo2.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.iljanikitin.com/irish-mobile-operator-meteor-mms-wap-gprs-isp-settings&usg=__xFidnOc7SNiVf17ZDGqvwj53lQI=&h=103&w=448&sz=51&hl=en&start=6&zoom=1&tbnid=LMQbksOSiel8LM:&tbnh=29&tbnw=127&ei=kXhSTYaJC4ScOpLl2LIH&prev=/images%3Fq%3Dmeteor%2Blogo%26hl%3Den%26sa%3DN%26gbv%3D2%26tbs%3Disch:1&itbs=1
http://www.google.ie/imgres?imgurl=http://www.ixplora.com/wp-content/2009/09/3-mobile-logo_1.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.ixplora.com/3-free-agent-earn-cash-promoting-free-sims-social-networks/&usg=__6uQnkXMSdSmCvNVzp9IbBBHiqDI=&h=330&w=440&sz=7&hl=en&start=19&zoom=1&tbnid=10WY-qaGmn5yRM:&tbnh=95&tbnw=127&ei=nHhSTci5O8GgOpzHgcQH&prev=/images%3Fq%3D3%2Blogo%26hl%3Den%26sa%3DN%26gbv%3D2%26tbs%3Disch:1&itbs=1
http://www.google.ie/imgres?imgurl=http://www.gomonews.com/wp-content/uploads/2009/07/tesco-mobile-logo.png&imgrefurl=http://www.gomonews.com/category/mobile-devices/&usg=__lenKifxKNcCJq9f7LCw3JRTYBp0=&h=86&w=72&sz=5&hl=en&start=3&zoom=1&tbnid=h0giqtF8YTsUpM:&tbnh=77&tbnw=64&ei=5HhSTZm3KcyaOtOfuMYH&prev=/images%3Fq%3Dtesco%2Bmobile%2Blogo%26hl%3Den%26sa%3DN%26gbv%3D2%26tbs%3Disch:1&itbs=1
http://www.google.ie/imgres?imgurl=http://www.teic.ie/wp-content/uploads/2010/09/emobile-logo-150x150.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.teic.ie/tag/emobile/&usg=__MfzHyic2mDKwfdmh_3VMk3eN1P0=&h=150&w=150&sz=6&hl=en&start=3&zoom=1&tbnid=2lQmagg-WZeslM:&tbnh=96&tbnw=96&ei=9nhSTY-mNozpObD9vKwB&prev=/images%3Fq%3Demobile%2Blogo%26hl%3Den%26sa%3DN%26gbv%3D2%26tbs%3Disch:1&itbs=1
http://www.google.ie/imgres?imgurl=http://2.bp.blogspot.com/_lOsoshgflBM/TMBT2nWFTkI/AAAAAAAABBc/tp7J4K8fnEU/s1600/2010%2BJM%2Blogo.jpg&imgrefurl=http://irishautismaction.blogspot.com/2010/10/just-mobile-launch-today.html&usg=__4yHRnwVDeX2SmrD-ZowtI2zwkLM=&h=287&w=647&sz=15&hl=en&start=4&zoom=1&tbnid=3g6elI5K-R82zM:&tbnh=61&tbnw=137&ei=Q3lSTemAOsaEOs7uybkH&prev=/images%3Fq%3Djust%2Bmobile%2Blogo%26hl%3Den%26sa%3DN%26gbv%3D2%26tbs%3Disch:1&itbs=1
http://www.comreg.ie/
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Conclusions 
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Research Conclusions

 Important to note that this was an audience of PRS users who had experienced some 

degree of difficulty or dissatisfaction and were therefore „tuned in‟ to PRS.

 The concept of a PRS was understood at a broad level, while the associated 

complexities were also acknowledged

– Any definitions of PRS that are shared with the public need to be expressed in 

user-friendly language, i.e. avoiding complex terms („initiate‟) and PRS-like 

phrasing („and/or‟)

 There was unanimous agreement that advertising generally lacks clarity, in particular 

regarding whether services are subscription-based and also the charges involved.

 The most commonly cited difficulty centred around subscription services, in particular 

unwittingly subscribing in the belief that interaction was once-off (i.e. non-subscription).

 However, users must also recognise their own responsibility to thoroughly review terms 

and conditions (particularly in print ads where time permits).

 There was also examples of positive PRS experiences where the consumer was 

satisfied and able to stop the service when no longer required.
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Research Conclusions

 A review of PRS advertising reveals the following insights;

– Adverts are dominated with a dominant visual (and auditory) „hook‟ to entice the 
user in

– Notification of a subscription service is not always clear in the main body of advert

– T&C wording can be open to widespread misinterpretation

– A clearly communicated „unsubscribe‟ option does not always appear to be present

– The presence of full service provider name and contact details is desired

 PRS adverts are felt to be somewhat manipulative;

– The use of certain words and phrases, e.g. „win‟ does not always mean win; 
„Free‟ rarely means free without an underlying charge

– Prizes advertised can be misleading

 Above all else, there is a lack of standardisation in the communication of terms and 
conditions for PRS services.

 A „double opt-in‟ for PRS subscriptions would easily resolve many issues.
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Research Conclusions

 It is the nature and content of the PRS advert, as opposed to the type of service being 

offered, that can cause difficulties.

 The environment in which the PRS advert is seen has an impact on trust levels;

– Well known brand names reassure consumers that offers are genuine

– Unsolicited calls to action raise suspicion

 In terms of issue resolution, the mobile provider is a trusted source of customer service

– This is the „knee-jerk‟ reaction, as PRS providers are typically uncontactable

– Users see themselves ultimately as customers of their mobile provider

– Although there is an expectation that a formal complaints body exists, awareness 

of ComReg is low, but reassuring once explained

 Despite any negative experiences, some PRS users are still open to using these 

services

– However, negative experiences and scare stories make consumers more aware of 

their own personal responsibility in this regard.
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Research Conclusions

 Drawing a parallel with other „T&C‟-style communications, e.g. nutritional information on 

food products, PRS adverts ideally require a standardised verification stamp as follows;

PRS Guide

Subscription? 

Charge? €2.50 

per 

message 

received

Frequency? 1 message 

per week.

Queries? PRS Ltd.

01-1234567

http://www.comreg.ie/

